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Page from the 1382 and 1388 Parallel Wycliffe

Editions451








Please note that one important difference in the text between the so-called “First Edition” and “Second Edition”
Wycliffe texts (remembering that these originated prior to the use of the printing press) is in the translation of the Latin
evangelizare into two different English words: in the First Edition of 1382, 36/43 Latin uses of evangelizare is
translated “evangelize” in the Second Edition of 1388, only 3/43 uses of “evangelize” remain, as is noted on this page.
451Josiah

Forshall and Frederic Madden, The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments, with the
Apocryphal Books, in the Earliest English Versions Made from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe and His Followers
(Oxford: University Press, 1850), 4:397.
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Page of Galatians 1 from the 1230-1330 Cathar New

Testament452

[By Cathar is meant either Waldensian or Albigensian]







This amazing book was titled “Waldensian Bible” and included the New Testament in the Occitan language, a Medieval
language in Southern France, along with a “Cathar Ritual.” The Bible seems to be primarily a translation of the Latin
Vulgate into Occitan, and the “Cathar Ritual” included several Gospel presentations and instructions for evangelism in
difficult areas. The manuscript is located in the Library of Lyon (bibliothèque municipale de Lyon), France, and is
numbered PA 36 (PA stands for “Palais des Arts”)453
In this pre-versified Bible, the four uses of evangelize are translated “preach,” as noted by the four hands in the margin
(from Gal 1:8-9, 11). The first reads pziq, which, with the abbreviations above stands for preziquam, meaning “preach.”
The second reads qpzqiqm, which when stands for que, meaning “which,” and preziquam for “preach.” The third reads
pzicara, or prezicara, another verbal form of preziquam. The fourth reads prezicatz. Thus this possible 13th Century
translation did not follow the Latin Vulgate’s use of the word evangelizare.
452L.

Clédat, Le Nouveau Testament: traduit au XIIIe siècle en langue provençale suivi d’un ritual cathar
(1887; Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 1968), 395.
453Further information available at www.jean.duvernoy.free.fr. in a document titled “occitan NT_0intro.pdf.”
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Galatians 1-2 from the 1530 French Authorized Lefèvre

Bible454










This New Testament which was originally translated in 1522 by Jacques Lefebvre d’Etaples was later deemed to be Lutheran,
and was replaced by the Louvain version in 1550. Lefebvre translated 37 of the Vulgate’s 43 uses of evangelizare.
454Lefevre

and Louvain Bibles available at http://gallica.bnf.fr:/12148/bpt6k54287d; accessed via link at
http://www.lexilogos.com/bible.htm; 16 Sep 2006.
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Galatians 1 from the 1550 French Louvain Bible










Please note that the 1550 Louvain revision of the Lefèvre Bible, changed all the uses of evangelize (in this passage)
from “evangelize” to “announce.” Likewise, the Louvain only retains 4 uses of “evangelize.” Hence 4 of the Vulgate’s
43 or 4 of Lefebvre’s 37, thereby drastically reducing the evangelistic emphasis of the New Testament.
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1535 printing of the 1534 Olivétan proto-French “Geneva Bible”








It must be noted, however, that the 1535 Olivétan version of the Bible (translated from the Greek) did not translate
euvaggeli,zw as “evangelize” in Galatians 1, but rather as the French word for “announce.”
Olivétan’s translation, however, was changed in the 1560 French Geneva version to include 4 of the 6 uses of the
Greek euvaggeli,zw in Galatians 1 in the French Geneva Bible (one of the “minor revisions”) by either Jean Calvin,
Theodore de Bèze, or Clément Marot (especially for the poetry).

